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a b s t r a c t

Twitter is a popular social network which allows millions of users to share their opinions on what happens

all over the world. In this work we present a system for real-time Twitter data analysis in order to follow

popular events from the user’s perspective. The method we propose extends and improves the Soft Frequent

Pattern Mining (SFPM) algorithm by overcoming its limitations in dealing with dynamic, real-time, detection

scenarios. In particular, in order to obtain timely results, the stream of tweets is organized in dynamic win-

dows whose size depends both on the volume of tweets and time. Since we aim to highlight the user’s point

of view, the set of keywords used to query Twitter is progressively refined to include new relevant terms

which reflect the emergence of new subtopics or new trends in the main topic. The real-time detection sys-

tem has been evaluated during the 2014 FIFA World Cup and experimental results show the effectiveness of

our solution.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Over the last 40 years, providing automatic solutions to analyze

ext documents collection has been one of the most attractive chal-

enges in the field of information retrieval. More recently, the focus

as moved towards dynamic, distributed environments, where docu-

ents are continuously created by the users of a virtual community,

.e. the social network. In the case of Twitter, such text portions, called

weets, are usually related to events which involve many people in

ifferent parts of the world.

In this paper we present a framework to analyze the Twitter

tream in order to detect relevant topics within a generic macro

vent.

Differently from other techniques which focus on the detection

f specific events, e.g. earthquakes, or provide offline solutions for

he analysis of tweets that match some static filter, our system has

een designed to adapt its behavior to the specific nature of incom-

ng data. After choosing some generic terms to query Twitter, the

tream of tweets is split into dynamics windows which are analyzed

o promptly detect relevant topics. Since our aim is to capture the

ser’s perspective on discussing the events, the initial set of keywords

s progressively updated to include new important terms emerging

rom the tweets, or to delete those unused.

The topic detection algorithm we present is an improved version

f Soft Frequent Pattern Mining (SFPM), designed to overcome the
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 09123862621.
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imitations of SFPM in dealing with dynamic, real-time, detection sce-

arios. We chose SFPM as core of our framework for two reasons.

irst, because of its better performance in detecting relevant topics as

ompared to other basic techniques [1]; second, because of its mod-

lar design, which allows to easily change the way relevant terms

re selected, while maintaining the efficiency of a simplified Frequent

attern Mining approach.

This paper extends a previous preliminary version of the method

e proposed in [2], and includes three major novel contributions.

he first is a comprehensive review of the state of the art techniques

or real-time event detection and trend identification. The second

ontribution is an in-depth comparison between the performances

chieved by our framework and three alternative solutions, namely, a

asic SFPM-based approach and two complete real-time systems, i.e.

nBlogue and TwitterMonitor. The third contribution is the validation

f the system proposed on data flowed through Twitter during the 64

atches of FIFA World Cup 2014.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: some related

orks are outlined in Section 2. The topic detection system we pro-

ose is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental

esults. Conclusions are discussed in Section 5.

. Related work

The state of the art on topic detection includes several techniques

hich can be roughly classified into three major categories [1].

The approaches commonly known as document-pivot create

roups of documents according to a specific document represen-

ation and some document-to-document or document-to-cluster
time Twitter data analysis, Computer Communications (2015),
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similarity measures. For instance, each word in the document can be

represented by its value of Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-

quency (TF-IDF) [3]. The TF-IDF vectors that represent different doc-

uments can be compared to assign a document to an existing cluster,

i.e. a topic, or to create a new one. TwitterStand [4] is a news pro-

cessing system from Twitter tweets which uses TF-IDF and a cosine

similarity measures to automatically group news tweets.

Other approaches create clusters of terms by computing the co-

occurrence patterns between pairs of terms selected among differ-

ent documents. These methods, called feature-pivot, mainly differ to

each other by the term selection mechanism they use. For example,

the technique proposed in [5] uses parallel FP-Growth [6] to select

frequent word sets from health-related tweets, whilst in [7] emerg-

ing terms are selected from Twitter according to both their aging and

the reputation of the author. Since in many cases considering the co-

occurrences between pairs of terms can be a limitation, Frequent Pat-

tern Mining (FPM) approaches are based on the analysis of the co-

occurrences between any number of terms. A soft version of FPM,

called Soft Frequent Pattern Mining (SFPM) [8], is described in more

details in Section 3.

Other works start from the assumption that some latent topics

always exist. The most used probabilistic topic model is the Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9], where the topic distribution is assumed

to have a Dirichlet prior.

The general approaches discussed so far, often represent the basis

of several works which analyze data from social networks in order to

detect trending topics.

A topic modeling technique based on an online variant of LDA

is presented in [10]. The Twitter stream is processed in time slices

and older tweets are discarded allowing the model to be constant in

size. Moreover, differently from the on-line LDA approach [11], a dy-

namic vocabulary is maintained in order to deal with new relevant

terms detected in emerging topics. Experimental results on synthetic

data seem promising, but a comparison against existing approaches

is missing.

In [12] a summarization technique for long trending topics is pre-

sented. Relevant sub-topics are detected by analyzing the volume of

tweets and their semantic (LDA), then the tweets in each subtopic are

ranked to generate the sub-summaries. Results show two main limi-

tations which are common to other works: the need for a method to

properly determine the number of subtopics and the management of

retweets.

The problem of detecting large-scale unexpected events, e.g.

earthquakes, is addressed in [13,14]. The system is designed to moni-

tor users’ tweets and a probabilistic spatiotemporal model is built to

detect a target event according to specific keywords. Even though the

effectiveness on earthquakes detection has been proved, this tech-

nique is highly dependent of the query terms, e.g. earthquake, shaking,

and some relevant tweets which do not contain the chosen keywords

are ignored.

Other systems try to exploit the explosion of unexpected events to

drive the detection process. For example, a framework for real-time

detection of bursty events is presented in [15], where topics with a

sudden increase of popularity are identified by capturing the accel-

eration of the total number of tweets, the occurrence of words and

word pairs.

TwitterMonitor [16] is a framework for Twitter trending topics de-

tection. Trends in topics are modeled by observing the presence of

bursty keywords, i.e. keywords whose frequency suddenly changes,

and each topic is described by sets of significative keywords. The

problem of real-time detection of emergent topics is also addressed

in [17]. The authors propose enBlogue, a framework based on time-

sliding windows to monitor topics that contain set of tags. Corre-

lations between different pairs of tags are analyzed to provide a

measure of the onset of new topics. A user-based evaluation

on small-scale events shows that enBlogue performs better than
Please cite this article as: S. Gaglio et al., A framework for real-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.021
witterMonitor [16], however an in-depth assessment of the two sys-

ems when dealing with popular events is missing. An in-depth eval-

ation of enBlogue and TwitterMonitor is presented in Section 4.2.

A comparison of different topic detection algorithms discussed in

1] shows that SFPM is a promising solution both for topic detection

nd representation; we started from these results to design our live

opic detection framework.

. Topic detection

As previously mentioned, the main advantage of adopting a SFPM-

ased approach is given by the capability of managing a number of

o-occurrences greater than two, without requiring that all terms co-

ccur frequently.

SFPM [8] processes a corpus C of n tweets according to some input

arameters, namely the number of top terms to be selected (K), and a

imilarity threshold �.

Given a current set of tweets Ccur, the first step of the algorithm

onsists in selecting the K most relevant terms tk, that is the terms

ith the highest ratio of the likelihood of appearance in Ccur and in a

eference corpus Cref of randomly collected tweets:

(tk) = p(tk | Ccur)

p(tk | Cre f )
. (1)

At the core of SFPM are a set of terms S, which ultimately repre-

ents a topic, a vector DS of i elements, which stores how many of the

erms in S co-occur in the ith document, and a binary vector Dt of i

lements, where Dt(i) = 1 if the term t occurs in the ith document.

The set S is expanded by iteratively including the best matching

erm, i.e. the term t with a cosine similarity with S greater than a

hreshold �, where

(S) = 1 − 1

1 + e
|S|−b

c

(2)

s a sigmoid function of |S| that allows to easily add terms to S if its

ardinality is low, whilst it becomes more difficult when |S| increases.

The algorithm is repeated K times, being K the number of con-

idered terms, producing topics which may be very similar to each

ther; for this reason, given two duplicate topics t1 and t2, and their

imilarity value v computed as the percentage of terms common to t1

nd t2, the smaller topic is deleted if v > 0.75.

.1. Twitter Live Detection

In this section we present our Twitter Live Detection Frame-

ork (TLDF), and we show how SFPM, summarized in Algorithm 1,

as been modified to meet the constraints of a dynamic detection

cenario.

Since relevant Twitter topics rapidly change, a real-time topic de-

ection system must adapt its behavior to the amount of incom-

ng data in order to provide prompt results. A suitable approach to

chieve such a goal is to analyze the stream of tweets within mean-

ngful temporal windows selected with a certain criterion.

The method for selecting terms adopted by SFPM allows to iden-

ify the most relevant terms in a reference corpus. However, in a

ynamic scenario, the current set of terms for the nth window Wn

hould depend on the topics detected in the window Wn−1. Accord-

ng to Eq. 1, this dependency causes existing terms to be generally

referred to emerging terms that are growing in the current window.

In order to prevent such a behavior, the likelihood ratio has been

ombined with a measure which also stresses the importance of rel-

vant terms in the current set.

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a func-

ion that assigns high scores to those terms with a high frequency in

he current set and a low frequency in the whole collection. In partic-

lar, given a collection of |D| documents, and a term t that occurs in
time Twitter data analysis, Computer Communications (2015),
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Algorithm 1 Soft Frequent Pattern Mining.

function SFPM(C, K, b, c)

T = SFPM_TermSelection(C, K);
for each term t in T do

Compute Dt ;
for each term t in T do

S ← t; DS ← DT ;
expand ← true;
repeat

t∗ ← BestMatchingTerm(DS, S, T);
sim ← CosineSimilarity(DS, Dt∗)
if (sim > �b,c(S)) then

S ← S ∪ t∗;
DS ← Ds + Dt∗ ;
for i=1 to n do

if (DSi < |S|/2) then

DSi ← 0;
else

else

expand ← false;
until expand

Topics ← Topics ∪ S; � Initially, Topics is ∅
return RemoveDuplicates(Topics);
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Fig. 1. The sigmoid designed to model the behavior of the detection windows.
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he document d, the TF-IDF value of t is:

F-IDF(t) = TF(t, d) × IDF(t, D), (3)

here TF(t, d) is the frequency of the term t in the document d, and

DF(t, D) = log
|D|

|{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}| . (4)

Weighting the likelihood ratio r(t) with TF-IDF(t) allows to filter

ut common terms and select the terms which are relevant both in

he collection (i.e. in the past topics) and in the current window.

Furthermore, some words (e.g. names of persons) have a level

f significance inherently greater than others. In order to deal with

his aspect, a Named-Entity Recognition (NER) module [18] has been

dopted to test the membership of a certain word to three relevant

lasses, namely persons, organizations, locations. The importance of

he terms detected by the NER process is then boosted by a factor

f 1.5 (see [19]).

Thus, the term selection method used by TLDF (see Algorithm 2)

hooses the K terms with the highest f-value:

f (t) = ω(t) × r(t) × TF-IDF(t), (5)
lgorithm 2 The proposed term selection mechanism.

function TLDF_TermSelection(C, K)

for each term t in C do

pnew ← LikelihoodO f Appearance(t,Cnew);
pre f ← LikelihoodO f Appearance(t,Cre f );
rt ← pnew/pre f ;
TFIDFt ← ComputeTFIDF(t);
if (NER(t)) then

ωt ← 1.5;
else

ωt ← 1;
ft ← ωt × rt × TFIDFt ;

Sort( f, ASCENDING);
for i=1 to K do

T ← T ∪ t( fi); � Initially, T is ∅
return T
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here ω(t) = 1.5 if t is a named entity recognized by NER, or ω(t) =
otherwise.

A further consideration concerns the way in which the size of the

etection windows is chosen. Using fixed-size windows is indeed not

uitable for real-time topic detection since the actual duration of a

opic is generally unpredictable.

In particular, a real-time system must be able to capture both

apid events, which generate a huge amount of tweets in a very short

eriod of time, e.g. a goal in the FIFA world cup final, and long events

hose related tweets may go on for several days, e.g. political elec-

ions or facts which awaken the public opinion. Such a behavior can

e achieved by adopting dynamic detection windows W, whose size

epends on the sigmoid function:

(x) = c1

(
1 − 1

1 + e−c2(x−c4)

)
+ c3 (6)

where the parameters c1, c2, c3, c4 control the dynamic range, the

lop, the bias, and the centre of the sigmoid respectively [20]. Accord-

ng to Eq. 6, short windows can be used to detect bursty events which

nvolve a huge number of tweets (e.g. c1 = 20000 is the threshold to

nstantly close a window). As shown in Fig. 1, the trend of the curve

hanges after 10 min (c4 = 10), and the more time elapses, the less

weets are needed to complete a detection window. The slop param-

ter c2 has been fixed to 0.3, whilst c3 = 200 in order to capture at

east 200 tweets before starting the detection.

Even though the adoption of dynamic windows allows to adapt

he behavior of the detector to the actual volume of tweets, a further

mprovement is required to overcome the limitation of SFPM in de-

ecting unexpected events, e.g. new subtopics, or new trends of the

ain topic.

We addressed this issue by maintaining a dynamic set of key-

ords that is continually updated including new terms which reflect

he users’ perspective on a specific event, or discarding old, unused,

ords.

More specifically, for the nth detection window Wn we maintain

list Ln of the most relevant terms in Wn, and a vector of scores Itn,

hose values represent the importance of each term t in Wn, com-

uted as the square root of the number of tweets wherein t occurs.

he terms with a score above the average are grouped in pairs and

dded to Ln if at least one of the two terms is trusted, i.e. a named

ntity recognized by NER module. The life cycle of the new terms is

mplicitly limited to a single window so as to keep the focus on the

vent specified by the initial keyword set.

The whole behavior of TLDF is summarized in Fig. 2.
time Twitter data analysis, Computer Communications (2015),

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.021
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Twitter
stream

ACQUISTION

Dynamic Term Selection

Dynamic Window

Dynamic Keywords

TOPIC DETECTION

new keywords

tweet collection

Topics

initial
keywords

Fig. 2. Twitter is queried using a initial set of keywords provided by the user. The acquired tweets are analyzed to select relevant terms. Dynamic detection windows are selected

according both to the duration of the event and the number of related tweets. For each window, the set of keywords is updated by including new relevant terms or deleting those

unused. A list of topics is obtained.

Table 1

The different configurations used to evaluate the framework.

sfpm_M SFPM with M-minute timeslots. [1]

sfpmTS_M SFPM with the new term selection (TS) algorithm and

M-minute timeslots.

sfpmTS_dw SFPM with the new TS algorithm and dynamic windows.

TLDF The live detection framework which includes the TS

algorithm, dynamic windows and dynamic set of

terms.
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4. Experimental results

Due to the huge amount of data coming from Twitter, the evalu-

ation of a real-time topic detector results very challenging. Thus, the

results of the detection are usually compared to a ground truth [21]

obtained by manually labeling each topic as an event, if it contains

enough information to be related to a real fact, as spam, if it does not

concern any event, or neutral, if it can not be directly related to a spe-

cific event.

We moved slightly away from these definitions since, in our per-

spective, social networks analysis should also consider the social as-

pects of what the users share. Thus, we refuse the presence of neu-

tral content since such information is often helpful to discover new

trends or topics. Moreover, since we perform a keyword-based detec-

tion, suitable labels for topics detected in the considered scenario are:

event, if its keywords are sufficient to understand the related event;

past event, if its keywords refer to an event already detected in a pre-

vious window; spam, if its keywords refer to events which are not of

interest.

Detected topics were compared to the ground truth in terms

of topic recall, the percentage of ground truth topics correctly de-

tected; keyword precision, the percentage of correctly detected key-

words out of the total number of keywords contained in those

topics which have been correctly detected in the current win-

dow; keyword recall, the percentage of correctly detected key-

words over the total number of keywords contained in the ground

truth topics which have been correctly detected in the current

window.

The proposed Twitter Live Detection Framework (TLDF) is in-

tended to be used as an automatic tool for tracking relevant social

events from the user’s perspective. The detection method is depen-

dent only on the initial set of keywords used to query Twitter, thus

it is suitable for very different application scenarios. For example,

reporters may be interested in querying Twitter in order to mea-

sure the public opinion on a specific event, whilst marketing spe-

cialists may want to know how a specific product is accepted by the

customers. Being one of the most eagerly-awaited events of 2014,

we selected as testing scenario the 64 matches of the FIFA World

Cup.

A prototypal version of TLDF has been implemented in Java to fa-

cilitate the integration with external components, such as the Twit-

ter4J library [22] used to interact with the Twitter Streaming APIs

[23].

In the following of this section we present two different ses-

sions of experiments. The first aims to evaluate the improvements

to SFPM discussed in section 3.1, the second is meant for com-

paring TLDF and two real-time systems, namely enBlogue [17] and

TwitterMonitor [16].
 i

Please cite this article as: S. Gaglio et al., A framework for real-
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.1. TLDF vs SFPM

In order to analyze the performance of TLDF in terms of topic re-

all, keyword precision, and keyword recall, we compared our solution

ith different versions of SFPM (see Table 1). The evaluation is based

n the strategy suggested in [8], i.e. by measuring the performances

hile varying the number of topics N. In order to provide results on

vents which involved a different number of users, Fig. 3 shows the

erformances achieved by analyzing the most popular match of the

IFA World Cup 2014, i.e. the final match between Germany and Ar-

entina (top row), and one of the several matches of the first stage of

razil 2014, i.e. Australia vs Netherlands (bottom row).

Results on the final match show that TLDF achieves the highest

erformance for all three metrics. The TR values achieved by SFPM

ith 3-minutes timeslots, i.e. sfpm_3 and sfpmTS_3, are higher than

hose obtained by sfpm_1 and sfpmTS_1, suggesting that the adoption

f windows of 3 minutes is a better choice. Even the use of dynamic

indows makes the system to perform better than the static version

f SFPM with 1-minutes timeslots. In particular, the average dura-

ion of the windows produced by sfpmTS_dw is 2.7 minutes, which is

ear to the duration of the timeslots involved in sfpm_3 and sfpmTS_3.

oreover, regardless of the timeslot durations, the use of the term

election algorithm used in TLDF allows to outperform SFPM proving

he effectiveness of the proposed solution.

Similar results were obtained during the match between Australia

nd Netherlands, however, due to the lower number of tweets sent by

he users, the average duration of the temporal windows made by sf-

mTS_dw was 10.3 min, whilst TLDF used windows of about 12.3 min.

he performance obtained by these two systems further confirm the

ffectiveness of adopting dynamic windows to adapt the detection

rocess to the actual volume of tweets. Moreover, the use of a dy-

amic set of keywords allowed to capture a higher number of tweets

ore closely related to the considered event.

Tests were performed on a desktop PC with a 2.8 GHz dual-core

icroprocessor, and a comparison of the average CPU and memory

sage registered by TLDF and the SFPM-based approaches is reported

n Table 2. Results show that the term selection algorithm introduced

n sfpmTS does not significantly reduce the CPU usage of SFPM, whilst
time Twitter data analysis, Computer Communications (2015),

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.021
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Fig. 3. Topic Recall (a) Keyword Precision (b) Keyword Recall (c) achieved by the six considered methods for the FIFA World Cup 2014 final (top row) and the match between

Australia and Netherlands (bottom row).

Table 2

Average CPU and memory usage of SFPM-based approaches and TLDF.

sfpm sfpmTS sfpmTS_dw TLDF

CPU (%) 25.3 23.7 14.4 12.6

RAM (MB) 546 729 480 517
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he increase in memory usage is due to use of the NER module. Dy-

amic windows, i.e. sfpmTS_dw, reduce both the CPU and memory

sage by allowing the system to process only relevant set of tweets,

ather than to force it to analyze fixed size windows every 1–3 min.

inally, TLDF maintains the same CPU usage of sfpmTS_dw, whilst a

it more RAM is used to manage the dynamic set of terms used to

uery Twitter.

.2. TLDF vs enBlogue and TwitterMonitor

Once we compared TLDF with the basic SFPM algorithm, we

resent here the experiments performed to compare TLDF and two

eal-time systems. As mentioned in Section 2, both enBlogue and

witterMonitor allow to detect emergent topics by analyzing the cor-

elation between sets of relevant tags. The behavior of enBlogue (EB)

an be summarized as follows:

1. Tag selection: tags are extracted from tweets by means of a

NER process, then at each evaluation stage the most popular

tags, called seed tags, are chosen. This avoids scalability issues

since only the tag pairs that consist of at least one seed tag are

used.

2. Correlation tracking: tweets that contain the pairs se-

lected at the previous step are monitored to compute the

correlation value of two tags, that is how important a pair is
Please cite this article as: S. Gaglio et al., A framework for real-
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both locally (how many times two tags appear separately) and

globally (how likely it is to see two tags together).

3. Topic detection: the correlation values computed at the previ-

ous step are analyzed to detect changes which may correspond

to new topics.

TwitterMonitor (TM) performs topic detection in two steps by

dentifying bursty keywords and grouping them according to their

o-occurrences.

Both enBlogue and TwitterMonitor use fixed-size windows, thus

e tested the two systems with windows of different durations, i.e.

hour, as suggested by the authors of [17], and 10 min, a time interval

ore appropriate to the duration of a football match and comparable

o the duration of the windows detected by TLDF.

Since the quite small volume of tweets sent during some matches

f the early stages of the tournament may affect the performance

f coarse-grained systems such as enBlogue and TwitterMonitor, we

hoose to make a comparison with TLDF by analyzing only the last 8

atches of 2014 FIFA World Cup, i.e. the most discussed ones. Results

re shown in Fig. 4.

As expected, EB and TM achieved the worst performances with 1 h

indows. Such a long window causes the misdetection of important

opics and an increase of spam because of the very different contents

f the analyzed tweets. This result is also confirmed by the values

f keyword precision and keyword recall shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c).

educing the size of the windows to 10 min allows to obtain better

erformances and enables EB to perform slightly better than TM. The

doption of windows shorter than 10 min (not shown for the sake

f Fig. 4 readability) excessively reduces the amount of tweets to be

rocessed and makes both EB and TM unable to detect significant top-

cs. TLDF performs better than its competitors according to the three

forementioned metrics, and this is mainly due to the capability of
time Twitter data analysis, Computer Communications (2015),
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Fig. 4. Average values of Topic Recall (a) Keyword Precision (b) and Keyword Recall (c) achieved during the last 8 matches of the 2014 FIFA World Cup by TLDF, enBlogue (EB) and

TwitterMonitor (TM) with windows of 1 h and 10 min.

Table 3

The 10 most popular topics detected during the FIFA World Cup 2014 final match by means of TLDF, enBlogue (EB) and TwitterMonitor (TM).

Time Topic TLDF EB TM

21:00 Khedira is out due to injury. Khedira; injury - -

21:30 Higuain goal disallowed for offside. Higuain; offside Higuain; goal Higuain

22:30 Will the game be decided in 90 min? Nogoal Overtime -

22:53 Full-time! Match moves to extra-time. Overtime - Overtime

23:17 Messi was seen vomiting. Messi; vomiting - -

23:24 GOAL! Mario Gotze. Goal; Gotze; Germany Germany; goal Gotze

23:36 Germany are the champions of the world. Germany; champions; Germany; cup Germany; wins

23:36 Germany win the World Cup. Germany; cup; victory Germany; cup -

23:37 Gotze goal crowns Germany champions. Germany; champions - Germany; World Cup

23:58 Germany lift the World Cup. Germany; World Cup Germany; cup -

Table 4

Average values of Precision (%) and Redundancy (%) achieved during the last 8 matches

of the 2014 FIFA World Cup by TLDF, enBlogue (EB) and TwitterMonitor (TM) with

windows of 1 h and 10 min.

EB_1 h TM_1 h TM_10 min EB_10 min TLDF

Precision 60.4 54.6 75.3 68.7 92.3

Redundancy 83.4 87.6 78.2 81.3 70.4
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TLDF to adapt its behavior to the volume and the relevance of the in-

coming tweets. Moreover, since the analysis is performed at the end

of each window, the use of fixed-size windows introduces some de-

lay making making neither EB nor TM suitable for real-time detection

of short events, whilst they may be successfully used for long-lasting

monitoring of the Twitter stream.

The 10 most popular topics detected by the three systems during

the FIFA World Cup final match are reported in Table 3. A noticeable

example of the importance of the user’s perspective on unexpected

events is the topic detected by TLDF at 23:17 CEST, when Messi got

sick.

An overall evaluation of the framework was also performed in

terms of precision and redundancy of all the detected topics. The first

indicator is somehow connected to the topic recall, and is defined as

the number of distinct events the system is able to detect, compared

to the actual number of distinct events observed during a session. The

redundancy is the complementary of the number of distinct events

the system is able to detect, compared to the number of events de-

tected during a session. Values of precision near to 100% indicate the

completeness in detecting significative events, whilst the redundancy

measures the average number of references to the same event; thus,

the lower is the value of the redundancy, the higher is the generaliza-

tion capability of the detector.

Table 4 reports a comparison between the average values of pre-

cision and redundancy achieved by the proposed live detection tech-

nique, enBlogue and TwitterMonitor during the FIFA World Cup 2014

final. Results show that TLDF outperforms its competitors in terms

both of precision and redundancy.

Finally, regarding the computational complexity of the considered

algorithms, both enBlogue and TwitterMonitor consist of sequences

of for loops that take O(K) time, e.g. the analysis of set of K terms.

Furthermore, the two systems use also a sorting procedure to select

the most relevant events according to their score. Thus, if n events
Please cite this article as: S. Gaglio et al., A framework for real-
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re detected, the complexity is O(K + n log n). On the other hand, the

omputational complexity of TLDF depends exclusively on the num-

er of terms, K, that are selected. Since the set expansion procedure is

epeated K times, and each time goes through the K candidate terms

or expansion, the complexity of the algorithm is O(K2). Such analy-

is shows that the examined algorithms are comparable since all run

n polynomial time. Thus, according to the experimental results dis-

ussed so far, TLDF achieves better performances than enBlogue and

witterMonitor, while consuming a similar amount of computational

esources.

. Conclusion

In this work we presented a framework for real-time analysis of

witter data in order to detect relevant topics discussed by the users.

he analysis of the state of the art suggested us to start from an ex-

sting technique, i.e. SFPM, which seemed to provide promising re-

ults in offline detection scenarios. Then we designed some improve-

ents to SFPM which allowed to use it for real-time detection of

ocial events.

We run tests on a dataset collected during the FIFA World Cup

014 and aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of our solution com-

ared with a basic SFPM approach and two real-time systems.
time Twitter data analysis, Computer Communications (2015),

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.021
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[

Experimental results using five different metrics (i.e. topic re-

all, keyword precision, keyword recall, precision and redundancy),

howed that our live detection system outperforms other techniques.

Moreover, the most interesting, and quite unexpected, point is

hat in most cases, other systems were unable to capture the social

spects of the observed events. This happened every time the users

eft the main topic and started to talk about unexpected events, such

s injuries of the players or referee’s errors. The detection and track-

ng of such events has been possible thanks to the dynamic set of

eywords we maintain, that allowed to capture new significant top-

cs apparently unrelated to the main event.

As future work we are investigating new text summarization tech-

iques which can speed up the evaluation process by comparing the

etected topics with trusted information coming from the Web.
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